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only expect to find in Marshall's exposition a system based upon
Hindu tradition going back to the pre-Greek period, Greek
teaching, Muslim and other outside eastern influences, and local
influences not necessarily of an astrological nature. Undoubtedly
it is mainly based on the Greek teaching * and indigenous tradition,
while the form in which it is presented is Indian.
Hindu astrology of the seventeenth century differed from that
of the West in certain important matters, such as the use of the
system of Nakshatras or Lunar Mansions ; of the scheme of
Dasas or Planetary periods ; of a peculiar system of Aspects ;
of the Navamsa (Novenary) diagram, etc. Certain Indian
astrologers practically discarded the use of the Horoscope proper,
and made the Houses and Signs identical; some made the position
of the Moon at birth supersede in importance the Ascendant,
while others based their work on the scheme of Dasas.
Marshall's notes were compiled in India in a.d. 1671-2, during
the reign of Aurangzeb. Newton was then at work on his theory
of Gravitation, and Greenwich Observatory was founded soon
after (i 675). In Europe astrology was beginning to be discredited,
but it still flourished.
Marshall's astrology may be compared with Chapter LXXX.
of AlbirunTs celebrated work on India, which was written some
six centuries earlier; but Marshall's notes are less logical, less
accurate, and, consequently, more obscure, than Albiruni's.
Albiruni's information was obtained mostly from Hindu works
(principally those of Varaha Mihira), while Marshall seems to
rely principally upon verbal information. (But see § 114 and
the note thereon.) Marshall's notes are jottings taken down
at odd times from different informants. They are not in any
logical order; they often repeat information already given;
often the essential matter is only given by implication, and the
principles of the science are nowhere exhibited. We may assume
that these notes do not represent Marshall's considered judgment ;
but his notes on astronomical points are far from being fair
representations of Hindu astronomical knowledge.
Marshall's transliteration of Indian terms is very confusing,
and, hi some cases makes the identification of the originals
impossible.
B. DIAGRAMS.
Marshall is quite orthodox, according to the Hindu fashion, in
exhibiting a rectangular diagram, and in making little practical use
of it. The rectangular diagram is western in origin (see Bouche"-
Leclercq, L'Astrologie grecque, p. 281 sqq.), but has been in use
1 India obtained from the Greeks the Signs of the Zodiac, Planetary
astrology, the complete Horoscope, and all the accompanying details.

